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Stations Will Have CCTV Network, Bomb Detectors

Bomb squads, security personnel with bulletproof vests and x-ray baggage scanners are among the many

security measures planned for the metro stations that are to come up in the city . Not only this. The special

purpose vehicle (SPV) -Metro-rail Express Gandhinagar-Ahmedabad (MEGA) -also plans to set up a

Centralized Security Control Room with a `video wall' that would gather and display live footage from

CCTVs installed at metro stations across the city.

“The security architecture is based on that of the Delhi metro rail. Baggage scanners will be a must and so

would be the bomb squad because criminal elements target such infrastructure projects,“ said a senior

MEGA official. MEGA has also proposed purchase of Bomb Detection Equipment (BDE), with specially
modified detectors. MEGA has calculated that one bomb disposal team per 25 to 30 station, will be needed

according to the criteria set by MEGA. The expenditure on this equipment is Rs 1.25 crore, including the cost

of the modified detectors.

An official of the MEGA pointed out that like the Delhi metro, the CCTV network would employ artificial

intelligence. Under this, security cameras will be able to recognize un claimed objects such as bags or a

person violating security rules or even the platform. These images will immediately trigger an alert on the
monitor in the central control room to draw the attention of the security personnel.

Further, each metro station would have a team that would be made responsible for `intelligence gathering'.

“Security loopholes can be identified by conducting risk assessment and by gathering intelligence. Prevention

begins with the practical problems in ensuring security. Uncared for dirty, damaged property is a breeding

ground for more serious crime,“ says the detailed project report recently submitted to the Union urban

development department.

“All CCTV cameras will be linked via IPTV network and live footage can be accessed over the internet and

even on one's mobile phones.

Elaborate arrangement is also being made to store these footages for security review. Some cameras will also

have the ability to record voices,“ said a senior MEGA official.


